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The Industrial Bioeconomy…
…Producing a wide variety of products and
materials from carbohydrates (biomass)
rather than hydrocarbons. Such as:
- Renewable fuels
(ethanol, renewable diesel, biojet)
- Heat and electricity
- Bio-based chemicals

What are some of these bio-based products?
The US Department of Agriculture (USDA) has a
catalogue of over 3000 items that are USDA certified as
minimum 30% biomass based (derived from plants and
other renewable agricultural, marine and forestry
materials) These include:
- paper, packaging, engineered wood products, wood pellets
- biofuels, insulation, paints, solvents, lubricants, plasticizers
- cosmetics, textiles, inks, diapers, fragrances, fertilizers, composites
-

NOTE: USDA certified products qualify for mandatory federal purchasing

What’s the size of the prize?
“The direct economic impact of the Bio Revolution could be
up to $4 trillion a year over the next ten to 20 years. More
than half of this direct impact could be outside human
health in domains such as agriculture and food, consumer
products and services, and materials and energy
production.” (the industrial bioeconomy)
- McKinsey & Company - May, 2020 report:
“The Bio Revolution: Innovations transforming economies,
societies, and our lives”

How is this happening?
McKinsey & Company report:
“The current innovation wave in biology has been propelled by a
confluence of breakthroughs in the science itself, together with
Advances in computing, data analytics, machine learning, artificial
intelligence, and biological engineering
Biology is increasingly being used to create novel materials that
have unique qualities, introduce entirely new capabilities, are
biodegradable, and/or produced in a way that emits significantly
less carbon.”
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Twilight of the petrostates?
“ Don’t be fooled. The world’s economies are
moving away from fossil fuels…The recent
turmoil in oil markets is not an aberration;
it is a glimpse of the future.”
- The Economist, July 18, 2020

How tenable is fossil fuel’s future?
“Firms that align their business models to the
transition to a net zero [carbon] world will be
rewarded handsomely. Those that fail to adapt will
cease to exist.”
-

Mark Carney, United Nations Special Envoy for
Climate Action and Finance; immediate past
Governor of the Bank of England

Where could some of this repositioned
investment capital go?
Just two examples:
 Shell plans to invest $2 to $3 billion a year on its power

and low carbon business compared with an overall spending
budget of $30 billion per year between 2021 and 2025. Hoping to
fight competitors like BP and Total for market share “as
economies around the world go green.”
 Phillips 66 will invest $US700 million to convert an oil

refinery in California to biofuels/renewable diesel production

How tenable is fossil fuel’s future?
Follow the money
 Frankfurt-based Deutsche Bank is immediately cutting off

financing for new tar sands/oil sands and Arctic oil and gas projects
and will end its involvement with coal mining by 2025

 The European Investment Bank, the world’s biggest multilateral

lender, will cease financing fossil energy projects by the end of 2021 – a
move it says will unlock €1-trillion of sustainable climate investment to
2030

 The United Kingdom’s biggest pension fund is banning investments

in tar sands/oil sands, Arctic drilling, and coal projects. The
National Employment Savings Trust (Nest) “will shift £5.5 billion
into ‘climate aware’ investments as it anticipates a green economic
recovery from coronavirus.”

How tenable is fossil fuel’s future?
Follow the money
 Moody’s downgrades Alberta’s credit rating citing continued dependence on

oil. Moody's "opinion of a structural weakness in the provincial economy that
remains concentrated and dependent on non-renewable resources … and remains
pressured by a lack of sufficient pipeline capacity to transport oil efficiently with
no near-term expectation of a significant rebound in oil-related investments.“
(Alberta Finance Minister blames previous NDP government)

 Queen Elizabeth II’s private banker and wealth manager, Coutts, announced in

June/’20 it plans to cut carbon emissions in its funds and portfolios by 25% before
the end of 2021 and has introduced climate-linked exclusions that will exclude all
companies that get more than 5% of their revenues from thermal coal extraction,
oil sands, or Arctic oil and gas exploration

 Dutch Supreme Court judgement in December/’19 upheld governments’ human

rights duty to protect citizens from climate change and ordered The Netherlands to
cut greenhouse gas emissions 25% below 1990 levels by the end of 2020.

How tenable is fossil fuel’s future?
Follow the money
 The immediate Past-Governor of the Bank of Canada warns of stranded oil and

gas assets resulting from a shift to a clean economy (autumn 2019)

 France’s Total announces it is writing off C$9.3 billion in assets in Alberta tar

sands/oil sands, including $7.3 billion in the Fort Hills mine, which opened just 2½
years ago.

 ESG fund assets pass $1trn milestone: Assets in sustainable funds have rebounded

sharply following the market meltdown triggered by the Covid-19 pandemic, to hit
a record high of $1.06 trillion, as of the end of June – Environmental Finance,
August/’20

 The Royal Bank of Canada, the country’s largest chartered bank, is dipping

its toe in the world of renewable energy finance by buying into two new solar
farms producing a combined 39 megawatts of electricity in southeast Alberta

How tenable is fossil fuel’s future?

Follow the money
 Sweden’s central bank sells off government of Alberta bonds

because they have too large a climate footprint

 The Guardian decided earlier this year it will no longer accept

advertising from oil and gas companies, becoming the first major
global news organisation to institute an outright ban on taking
money from companies that extract fossil fuels “Our decision is based
on the decades-long efforts by many in that industry to prevent
meaningful climate action by governments around the world,” the
company said in a statement

 The world’s largest re-insurance company (Munich RE) has started

including bioeconomy projects in its portfolio as a hedging strategy to
protect existing assets from climate change

How tenable is fossil fuel’s future?
Weather events are making insurers nervous

Commerce is ruled by insurance
- Every lender wants assurance their debt will be repaid
- Insurance performs that function

As weather events create ever growing insurance claims, insurers either :
go out of business
stop providing coverage (e.g., coal)
substantially increase coverage rates
Without insurance, credit will dry up. Can commerce then proceed?

2020 message to “The Graduate”
(remember ‘Plastics?’)

The word for 2020: “Biology”
Parents with children who are currently 8 – 14 years old, should not, ten years
from now, be expecting their children to be working in the oil and gas sector.
They need to be getting degrees in:









Chemistry
Biological science
Chemical engineering
Biological engineering
Electrical engineering
Data analytics
Computer sciences
Marketing and communications

Note: Many of these skills already exist in the oil and gas sector. Such skilled individuals could
readily find employment, and add considerable value to the emerging industrial bioeconomy
sector.

How is Canada doing?
 50+ countries on the world have National

Bioeconomy Strategies
 Canada

is not one of them

 The US has a federal Bio-preferred

procurement program
 Canada

does not

Guess which country?
…with the objective of cementing (country x) as an economy
based on knowledge, with sustainable production of high added
value in all its regions and the fair and equitable use of its
biodiversity, the Government … announced the “National
Bioeconomy Strategy”
The purpose is to make the “bioeconomy” one of the pillars for
the productive transformation of (country x), by promoting
innovation, value addition, diversification and sophistication of
its economy, applying the principles of the “circular
bioeconomy” and seeking the “decarbonization” of production
and consumption processes.

Costa Rica!
In the midst of COVID…
August, 2020

Productive systems face a fourfold challenge in the
face of the global economic contraction exacerbated
by COVID-19: “to produce more efficiently or reinvent
themselves, maintain value chains that support jobs
and livelihoods, while the sustainable use and
rehabilitation of nature are ensured in the face of
climate change”.

How is Canada doing?
 Canada has massive amounts of biomass:
 9% of the world’s forests (yet our forestry

companies continue to struggle and shut
down)
 160 million acres of farmed land (70% in
Sask & Alta)
 Big city municipal waste

Canada Ag Biomass
Wheat (straw) growing areas
NOTE: SW Ontario (lower left portion of large area in blue) also grows two million acres of corn (stover)
Map – Courtesy, Agriculture Division, Statistics Canada / Foreign Agricultural Service, USDA

Canada’s forest cover:
9% of world’s forest(348 million hectares)

Meeting Federal Gov’t policy objectives
The industrial bioeconomy fits within the federal
Government’s stated policy objectives:
- Job creation for the middle class
- Industrial development and infrastructure
- Meeting climate goals
- Made in Canada goal
- Improved health and security
- New economic opportunities for rural Canada such as farmers
and foresters
- Decoupling economic growth and environmental protection

CALIFORNIA GDP IS DE-COUPLED FROM EMISSIONS
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Are Canada’s targets helpful
in driving down emissions?
Setting long-term targets such as “we will
achieve x% carbon emissions reduction by
x year,” are virtually useless

To be effective, targets need to have annual
milestones (see next two slides)

California Low Carbon Fuel Standard:
Annual Carbon Intensity Regulations drive investment decisions

Fuels above standard
generate deficits

Fuels below standard
generate credits

California Carbon Intensity:
FUELS AND CREDITS

Getting industrial bioeconomy steel
in the ground in Canada

Certainty
is the Mother of
Investment

Getting industrial bioeconomy steel
in the ground in Canada
Capital goes where it can generate the highest
rate of return $$$, at the lowest possible risk

In other words:
Capital allocates itself
Are strong & reliable investment incentives
in place to drive capital
to achieve the Government’s desired outcome?

Policy measures or Program dollars?
It is often better to ask for (tax) policy implementation
rather than Program dollars:
- Program dollars come and go with changes in government and
leads to investor uncertainty
- Tax policy is embedded for the long term (think CRCE), and
creates certainty
- Clearly, both working in combination can help start-ups
To get your ‘ask’ embedded in the federal tax system requires a lot of
work, and multiple budget cycles, but success will create stability

SUMMARY
 The future is biology (not fossil)
 Canada has enormous bioresources
 Commerce is ruled by insurance
 Capital allocates itself
 The economy will grow while reducing
emissions
 Follow the Money - The market will
move faster than government

Conclusion
 Concerning the Industrial Bioeconomy,

Canada is standing on the sidelines.
 The future cannot be found by looking

in the rear-view mirror
 Canadians will be forced to consume

biobased products and materials made
in other countries.
 Canada’s GDP will lose ~$200 billion/yr.

To learn more, attend Canada’s annual industrial
bioeconomy business conference - Scaling Up 2020
A Series of Weekly Webinars each Tuesday at 11:00 est
from September 8 – October 27, 2020

www.scalingupconference.ca
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